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Specialist Teachers in Short Supply

S

chools are at crisis point, not just in relation to ﬁnding substitute teachers through the year, but also even in
making initial appointments in some subject areas. This problem is not limited to rural schools at this stage, but is
quite widespread, and for a variety of reasons. Schools may have to refuse requests for the release of teachers to
work in the support services, because school leaders are reporting that, in certain subject areas, replacements are
impossible to ﬁnd.
There has been much commentary on the number of teachers seeking career breaks to accept positions in Middle East.
Schools may need to carefully consider whether it is possible to continue to grant career breaks if the applicant is
teaching a subject where a replacement is impossible to ﬁnd. Hopefully such a situation won’t arise.
The overall issue of Teacher Supply needs to be prioritised immediately and an analysis carried out on an annual basis to
track and forecast requirements across the country and across subject areas. This analysis has to feed into the decisionmaking processes in the training colleges. Consideration also needs to be given to the possibility of up-skilling /
re-skilling existing teachers and other graduates in subject areas where there are deﬁcits. NAPD will continue to press
the matter with the Teaching Council, the DES and the Management Bodies.
READ THE FULL EXECUTIVE REPORTS IN Leader Quarterly

Holly Hayes of the Niall Mellon Trust, joins in the play with pupils from Ummangaliso
Primary School in a township on the outskirts of Cape Town [Photo by Paul Byrne]
Leader Quarterly [Winter 2017] includes extensive coverage
of the ICP Convention.

The period from 1980 to 2016 is examined as a paradigm
shift in policy as the state gradually opts for education as
a lifelong learning experience. It incorporates provision
from early childhood learning through all life’s stages to
old age, with a qualiﬁcations authority facilitating
accumulated achievements. The book contains a broad
overview of this eventful era and examines in detail,
through seven chapters, the policies and developments
that have taken place in each sector of the system.
During this period Ireland engaged more with
international agencies on educational issues and
established impressive comparative educational
achievements in relation to other developed countries.
Educational developments are placed in their political,
religious, social and economic contexts.

T

his history of Irish education traces and analyses
all facets of formal education as it developed
over a 200-year time span. Part I focuses on the
four foundational pillars – primary, secondary,
vocational/technical and university education – up to
1960. Part II, covering the period 1960 to 1980, focuses
on a major transitionary phase when the state took a
much more proactive reforming role in educational
provision, linked to its realisation that education was
crucial to its policy for economic and social
development.

Throughout the study reference is made to the extensive
source material on which the analysis is based. This
material is listed in the references for individual chapters
and in the extensive bibliography covering the entire
period under review.
As the study covers all aspects of the formal education
system over such a long and formative era, it is hoped
that it will meet the needs of many readers – teachers,
education students, educational leaders, policy-makers,
researchers, parents, industrialists and students of
comparative education.

In the forthcoming Leader Quarterly, you will be able to read an extract from Professor Coolahan’s book, dealing
with the period from 1984 until the publication of the Education Act in 1998. Broadcaster, poet and playwright,
Vincent Woods, contributes a review of the book in the same edition of Leader Quarterly.

CONFERENCE REPORTS
[1] DIGITAL LITERACY
WORKSHOP

Key Skills and Learning outcomes are also covered.
It promotes shared learning, the ﬂipped classroom
and teacher collaboration. Videos enable students
learn at their own pace, ideal for students with
special need, revision and parents watch too.

l The only problems encountered were occasional
breakages, mostly ﬁrst year boys, and Wi-Fi
breakdown. She did point out that internet
connection was not essential for every lesson.

Chairman, Tom Lonergan, PDST, introduced two
Principals to share their Digital Literacy experiences.
Dr Áine Moran, Le Chéile College, Tyrrellstown: This
school is 4 years old and the policy from the beginning
was i-pads for all and no textbooks. Teachers create
their own lesson content. She acknowledged her ideal
circumstances, especially in their newly built school.
Teachers knew the plan at interview and she had
enthusiastic buy-in from parents from the
beginning.’Schoolology’ is the platform for
communication. All teachers now have macs to create
content but everything must be usable through i-pads.
Interestingly, she conceded that their ﬁrst cohort to
move into senior cycle were using textbooks as
resources.

l The advantages include easy implementation of
the New Junior Cycle methodologies. Many of the

Mr Mike O’Byrne, Confey Community College, Leixlip:
Confey College is 31 years old. The New JC programme
created a need to change methodologies. The process
began ﬁve years ago and progress is slow. Some
teachers still use mostly textbooks. The aim is to move
from complete dependency on textbooks to teachers
creating their own content. Some are very active in the
process and some are reluctant participants but
everyone is moving towards increased use of digital
technology.
The College has “buy-in” from parents and good
infrastructure. Training must be provided, and repeated
several times until teachers are comfortable. A critical
mass of teachers supporting change and collaborating
with each other is essential. He recommends giving
teachers I-pads for a year before beginning the process.
Tom was very informative about standard forms and policy
templates available on the PDST Technology page and
about “How to use technology in the classroom” videos
available on the site. The next tranche of grant aid should
be available in January 2018.

[2] TRANSGENDER
STUDENTS – Creating an
open posivitive and safe
school environment

E

very day schools are endeavouring to meet the
diverse and sometimes complex needs of their
students, parents, the school community and the
wider community. Meeting the needs of our transgender
students has become a focus for many schools in recent
times. In truth, many of us are not sure as to how best we
can support our students. We fear that we might do
something that will in fact result in isolation and upset for
all concerned. NAPD has responded to needs of schools
have for appropriate and positive strategies that will
support students, parents and the school community, to
develop an open, positive and safe environment for
gender diverse-students.
NAPD in collaboration with TENI has developed a set of
guidelines to be used as a template in assisting schools.
At Conference 2017, Catherine Cross, who is a family
support and education oﬃcer with the Transgender
Equality Network Ireland (TENI), Siobhán Foster, deputy
Principal of De La Salle Churchtown, and member of the
NAPD Welfare Committee, together with Tim Geraghty
Deputy Director of NAPD, explored how schools can and
should respond to transgender students and their
families.
As a mother who has walked, and continues to walk this
journey, with her own child, Catherine explained that for

anyone in this situation, it is like trying to build an
aeroplane whilst still in ﬂight. It is a challenge for
everyone, she explained and that, just as the young
person is in a place of transition, so too is everyone
involved in the life of that young person - the family,
friends schoolmates and the wider school community.
Embracing the experience of transition and dealing with
the issues as they arise in this space, is the best way
forward. Open and constant communication is critical.
Catherine used the example of a three-legged stool student, family and school working together - as a
metaphor of how to negotiate this journey.
Catherine began by clarifying the facts and dispelling the
myths that surround gender identity. She outlined the
medical Interventions available to individuals, with
surgical intervention an option not usually considered at
the age young people are with us in school. Research
indicates for example, that in a school of 1,000 students,
approximately 10 pupils will experience transgenderism
at some point in their lives (GIRES,2010). Increasingly,
more young people than ever before are looking to be
acknowledged and accepted as transgender and we will
be on that journey with them
Catherine spoke about schools having a plan and that is
focused on supporting the young person that starts with
where the young person is at and starting the journey
there. Very often it isn’t major changes that are required
or needed, or even the most important but rather the
little changes that can make all the diﬀerence to the
young person’s sense of belonging in the school. Indeed,
it may well be that, whilst the young person is at ease
with transitioning, it is one or both parents who struggle.
Catherine explained that parents may themselves be

unable and or unwilling to engage with the school in their
attempts to be supportive to the young person. She
stressed that reaching out to them, accepting them
where they are at, when they begin to look for support,
and working with them in that space oﬀers the best
chance for success for everyone. Consistent dialogue,
reﬂection and sensitivity for all concerned is key.
To this end, NAPD has developed guidelines for schools
to support them in creating that open, positive and safe
environment that will help to support the young
transgender people in our school communities. Catherine
provides support and guidance to schools to help them
to support gender diverse students. Every student’s
journey through secondary school is unique to them and
this is no diﬀerent for transgender students. There is no
one deﬁnitive road-map for any school to follow, to
support gender-diverse students, but there are things
that will really advance this support and contribute to the
successful integration of transgender young people.
Schools will be on the right road if they look to the
guidelines available on the NAPD website and know that
Catherine Cross and TENI are just a phone call and/or e
mail address away with expertise and help.

C

O N TA C T
TENI
Web: www.teni.ie
The Guidelines are available on line at
www.napd.ie/veryusefulguides

RETROSPECTIVE VETTING:
31 DECEMBER DEADLINE
Of the 98,000 registered teachers, there remain
approximately 6,000 teachers who have not yet fully
complied with the retrospective vetting notices issued by
the Teaching Council throughout 2017.
The National Vetting Bureau (Children & Vulnerable
Persons Act) 2012-2016 has set 31 December 2017 as
the deadline for all employees working with children,
or vulnerable persons, to have completed retrospective
vetting.
The Teaching Council legislation links the requirement for
retrospective vetting to registration renewal of teachers.
The Teaching Council understands that principals need to
ensure that all teachers on their staﬀ are appropriately
vetted and that those who have been issued with a
retrospective vetting notiﬁcation and who have not yet
fully complied with the notice, do so immediately. If a
vetting request is not complied with, a teacher’s
registration may not be renewed. Teachers who are not
registered with the Council cannot receive a state funded
salary.
The DES Circular 0016/2017 sets out the statutory
requirements for the retrospective vetting of teaching
staﬀ. The statutory vetting requirements for teachers
changing schools/jobs continue to apply as set out in
DES Circular 31/2016. It is important for principals to note
that there is no period of validity on National Vetting
Bureau vetting (eVetting) disclosures which are dated
after 29 April 2016.

For the full text of this notiﬁcation, go to www.napd.ie

NAPD ICT EVENT
Clock Tower, Department of Education & Skills, Dublin –
17 November 2017.

Left To Right: Alan Mongey, NAPD ICT, Donncha Ó Treasaigh (Chairperson Of NAPD ICT),
Minister for Education & Skills RIchard Bruton TD, Mary Keane (NAPD President), Clive Byrne (Director NAPD),
Cathnia Ó Muircheartaigh NAPD ICT.

Enriching Learning with ICT –
Maximising the potential of the Digital Strategy

N

APD held a special CPD in ICT showcase event in the Clock Tower, Department of Education and Skills,
Marlborough Street, Dublin on Friday, 17 November 2017. This event brought together the main
technology companies, Apple, Google and Microsoft, along with several reseller companies that work in
Ireland to support schools with their ICT needs. The theme of the event focused on the various Continuous
Professional Development models each of the technology companies have developed to make available to
schools. The format of the event involved a ten minute presentation from PDST in Technology, Microsoft, Google
and Apple.
The Minister for Education and Skills, Richard Bruton TD addressed attendees on the Department of Education
and Skills’s commitment to investing in ICT. The Minister was very impressed with the various speakers who
presented on the supports they provide to schools in training teachers on how they can enhance learning with
technology.

Event Speakers and Partners

Left To Right: Eoghan Keegan (Camara Ireland/Google), Seán Ó Grádaigh (NUI Galway),
Minister for Education & Skills RIchard Bruton TD, Madeleine Murray (PDST Technology in Education), Steven Duggan (Microsoft).

Eoghan Keegan: Eoghan Keegan is Camara's Schools and Community Programme Co-ordinator. Previously a teacher,
Eoghan has subsequently worked as a professional development co-ordinator in the area of ICT in education in both Perth
and London. Eoghan has also recently completed an MA in Education Technology from the University of London.
Seán Ó Grádaigh: With a background in second-level teaching and educational technologies, Sean is currently employed
as a Lecturer in Teacher Education in the School of Education, NUI Galway. Sean developed and co-ordinated the ﬁrst fully
integrated 1:1 mobile device deployment on an Initial Teacher Education programme in Europe. Sean is an Apple
Distinguished Educator (ADE) and an Apple Education Trainer. Sean is the founder and current chair of MiTE Conference
(International Conference on Mobile Technologies in Initial Teacher Education)
Madeleine Murray – PDST Technology in Education: Madeleine Murray is National Coordinator with speciﬁc responsibility
for Online CPD Design and the Production of Good Practice Videos. Last year, PDST and NAPD, hosted a one day
conference for school leaders in the Convention Centre. Over 380 principals and deputy principals attended this event
which was a huge success. PDST Technology in Education (formerly NCTE) is part of the Professional Development Service
for Teachers. As well as managing the Scoilnet, Webwise and Infrastructure services to schools, PDST TiE provides online
and face to face professional development to teachers on the embedding of digital technologies in teaching and learning.
Steven Duggan: Steven Duggan is Director of Global Education Partnerships at Microsoft Corporation. A former secondary
school teacher, Steven has worked in education for more than 30 years and has a passionate interest in teaching and
learning and in the ways in which technology can transform student outcomes, with a particular interest in the needs of
underserved communities. A member of the Governing Board of the UNESCO Institute for Information Technologies in
Education (IITE) his views on education have featured in press and radio and in a variety of publications.
Apple: Apple is committed to helping educators get the most from Apple technology. And our Apple Professional Learning
oﬀerings include comprehensive resources and services to help build foundational skills with Apple products and integrate
them into learning, so you can create innovative instruction that engages students more deeply.
Google: To meet the future’s biggest challenges, students need an adaptive set of skills. Technology is transforming what’s
possible in schools — enabling innovative solutions to learning’s biggest barriers. With Google for Education’s suite of
devices, apps, and resources, teachers and school leaders can easily leverage the power of technology in the classroom to
spark learning, foster collaboration, engage students, save time and stay organised.
Microsoft: Empowering the students of today to create the world of tomorrow The role of technology has fundamentally
changed how can we teach and learn. Microsoft is committed to helping educators and education institutions across Ireland
empower their students with the tools and solutions to create the world of tomorrow. To aid educators and schools in
developing their professional practice, Microsoft has developed a global network of enthusiastic educators who come
together to learn, share, and grow in the Microsoft Educator Community. Visit microsoft.ie/napd or education.microsoft.com
for professional learning resources and programmes for school leaders and classroom educators, in addition to self-paced
eLearning and lesson content and ideas.
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Changing Things

P

eople do like change.
People change their cars,
their phones, their
apartments, their clothes, their
appearance and much more. The
reason why people are so willing
to change is that there is a beneﬁt
in it for them. In jargon, this is
called the WIIFM (What’s In It For
Me?). If there is no WIIFM, people
will resist change – and why
shouldn’t they? So if you plan to
change things, start by thinking
about the people who will be
aﬀected. What is in it for them?
One tip for you is to avoid all use
of the word ‘change’. That word is
inﬂammatory. Better words include
trial, experiment, improvement,
enhancement, pilot and upgrade.

To begin to manage change, you
need a vision. This is not jargon.
Why would people follow you if
you do not know where you are
going? Think of taking a young
child for a drive. The child’s ﬁrst
question is always ‘where are we
going?’
Once the vision is clear, build a
strong team. And be very careful
about who is on the team.
Everybody on the team must be
committed to getting the change
implemented. Keep the team
small and make everybody on the
team accountable. Team meeting
minutes should contain actions,
dates and owners.
Next is the job of communicating
the change. Communicating does

not mean announcing.
Communication is a two-way
street. It is dialogue rather than
monologue. Communicating
means telling and listening. Don’t
forget the listening piece.
A small group of people will be
enthusiastic about the change
(called change champions), most
people will sit on the fence and
the ﬁnal group will be resisters.
Embrace the change champions –
their enthusiasm will bring others
along. You must focus on the
group sitting on the fence. Try to
ensure that your change has a
quick win in it because quick wins
can get the fence sitters to climb
down and support the change.

Then there will be the resistors. There are two types of resisters. There are those who really care about the
school and the students and are fearful that the change will worsen the education of the students. These
resisters need to be listened to because they are good people with real concerns. The second group of resisters
are people who resist for the sake of resisting. ‘We shall not be changed’ sums them up. They will resist and
resist and resist until such time as they have no option but to change. Don’t waste too much time on this group.
The current guru on change is John Kotter. One of the excellent points he makes about change is to ‘create a
sense of urgency’. If there is no sense of urgency, nothing will happen. At the time of the 2007 crash, the
government told two organisations to merge. It is now 2017 and they are still ‘in talks’. There was no sense of
urgency and so nothing much has happened.
Jamie Oliver changed the menus in London schools from unhealthy ‘bangers and mash’ to healthy vegetables
and fruit. He encountered unbelievable resistance – from students, parents, teachers, boards of management
and the local councils. Based upon his experience, he said that you must have 4Ps to successfully implement
change. The 4Ps are Planning, People, Passion and Perseverance. That is a good summary of how to change
things.
If your school is not changing it is stagnating. Please don’t let your school stagnate.
Tony Bourke (tonyb@mﬁ.ie & 087 979 9627)
Advocates at conference (Left to Right): Sergeant Mary McCormack, who outlined the work of the Garda
National Protective Services Bureau (GNPSB), Maria Walsh (former Rose of Tralee) who encouraged delegates
to support the Thomas Francis Meagher Foundation, and Tim Geraghty who unveiled the new NAPD Website.

HOMELESSNESS & EQUALITY TO THE FORE AT
THE 2018 BT YOUNG SCIENTIST &
TECHNOLOGY EXHIBITION

F

F
inalists for the 2018 Exhibition announced
2,031 projects submitted to the 54th
BTYSTE Project titles show increasing mindfulness
of major social issues 1st November 2017: The
ﬁnalists of the 2018 BT Young Scientist &
Technology Exhibition (BTYSTE) have been
announced as the Exhibition gears up for the 54th
year of the renowned educational event. This
week BT, the organisers and sponsors of the
event, delivered the good news to the students
involved in the 550 ﬁnalist projects.

An impressive 2,031 projects were submitted by
students across the island of Ireland, with every
county represented by a submission. This year’s
award is more special than ever, as the 2018
overall winner will represent Ireland in the
European Union Contest for Young Scientists

when it comes to Dublin in September. An
unusually high number of the 2018 Exhibition
entries investigate burning social issues such as
homelessness, transgender rights and mental
health. Whilst subjects such as these are not
uncommon for the Behavioural Science Category,
this year the trend is visible in the more traditional
categories such as Biological & Ecological Science
and Chemical, Physical & Mathematical Science,
highlighting just how much these topics are
impacting on students’ lives. Shay Walsh, MD BT
Ireland said, “BT Ireland is proud to once again be
organising the BT Young Scientist & Technology
Exhibition and to announce the 2018 participants.
As a technology company we feel that it is vital to
foster an interest in STEM right across the country
to ensure our cities and towns have the talent
required to move forward as a society. This is
something we are proud to do with

UPDATE

2

017 has been a busy and productive year for
the CSL Team. We have seen the introduction
of the coaching service for principals, the expansion
in numbers of trained mentors, the commencement
of the new PDSL for aspiring leaders and the
publication of two consultative documents: Quality
Assurance of Leadership Programmes and the
Continuum of Professional Learning.

Mentoring
We now have 100 fully trained post- primary
mentors in various parts of Ireland and a further 12
principals are currently training on the CSL
programme. Last year, there were 45 mentoring
relationships and those principals moved into group

mentoring in September for the second year of their
principalship. The group mentoring is being
organised by NAPD and throughout the summer,
they provided training to CSL mentors who wished
to move into group mentoring. The new principals of
2017 are now receiving one to one mentoring and 52
of them are engaging with CSL. Fitzpatrick’s
Consultants have been employed by the
Department of Education and Skills to conduct a
report on the work of CSL. In their interim report,
they have stated that mentees reported high levels
of satisfaction with the programme. Some 98% of
new principals said it was critical for their
professional learning and that the most highly rated
aspect of the mentoring relationship was the
trustworthiness of the mentor.

Coaching
The coaching service was launched at the end of
January and over 320 principals have engaged in the
service to date. Currently, 33% of those accessing
the service are in post-primary schools. Anecdotally,
we have heard that principals are ﬁnding the service
extremely helpful and some have described it as
one of the most eﬀective and most appreciated
services ever provided for principals by the
Department of Education and Skills. In recent weeks,
Fitzpatrick’s Consultants have anonymously
surveyed those accessing the coaching service
about their experiences and we look forward to the
publication of those results in 2018.

PDSL – Aspiring Leaders’ Programme
In September, the new PDSL was launched and 240
teachers from all over the country have embarked
on this programme which is run in six locations
around the country. This part-time programme
involving blended learning, takes place over 18
months and incorporates a small element of work
experience. Initial reactions to the programme are
very positive and it is hoped that a further 240 places
will be advertised in February for the next academic
year. Details will be on our website in the New Year.

Research
Part of the work of Fitzpatrick’s consultants was to
conduct research into the professional learning
needs of principals. This research was conducted

over the past few months and in their interim report,
post-primary principals identiﬁed that developing a
collaborative culture with staﬀ, learning about
assessment and implementing school selfevaluation were their top three learning needs.
Consultation on Quality Assurance and the
Continuum of Professional Learning for
Teachers/Leaders

I

In October, CSL produced two consultative
documents which are available on our website
www.cslireland.ie. The CSL team met with
management and trust bodies, third level
institutions, professional bodies, teacher unions and
members of the support services and they have
been invited to respond to both documents. At the
time of writing, these responses are still in the
process of being submitted to CSL. The team will
spend a considerable amount of time in 2018
developing a quality assurance process for
professional learning in the area of leadership and
will identify the gaps in that learning along the
continuum of a teacher’s career.
CSL wishes all Principals and Deputies a very happy
and relaxing Christmas break. We look forward to
working with you in 2018.
A lot done, more to do
Máire Ni Bhróithe,
Deputy Director of the Centre for School Leadership

Happy delegates at CSL, Athlone

more

TOP BRASS!

Mary Keane, NAPD President for 2017-18 with Minister Richard Bruton and outgoing President, Cathnia Ó Muircheartaigh.

Recruitment of Post-primary Inspectors of
Construction Studies, English, Home Economics,
Religious Education, and Special Education
The Inspectorate of the Department of Education
and Skills will be recruiting post-primary inspectors
in the above subjects shortly. If you are interested in

any of these positions, you can register your interest
by registering with the Public Appointments Service
on www.publicjobs.ie where full details of the
positions will be available.
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NAPD's Window on the
World of Education.

Celebrating College Awareness Week
(November 20-26) at
Dun Laoghaire Further Education Institute
(DLFEI) are:
Kathleen O’Toole-Brennan (CAW)
Mary Mitchell-O’Connor, TD,
Minister of State for Higher Education
Paddy Lavelle EO,
Dublin/Dun Laoghaire ETB
Cecilia Munro, Principal, DLFEI

news of recent and forthcoming
ESHA events and a series of
articles from members:
l Leadership in and of
multi-cultural schools
l Striving for intercultural
understanding through
l Student exchanges for the
past 70 years
l A theoretical approach
towards prevention and
l Why adults are our most
important partners when

T

he ESHA magazine for
December is now
available online.

Contents include a column by
Clive Byrne, the Association
President, (which will be
published in full in the Winter
Edition of Leader Quarterly);

l It comes to child safety
As a paid-up member of NAPD
you are entitled to membership
of ESHA. Go to
www.esha.org/eshamagazine
to access the full addition. You
can register to receive a regular
copy; you can read it online or
you can download a copy.

IPPN and NAPD commissioned five distinguished educationalists to undertake a
thorough study of the contemporary Irish education system, from pre-school to the
end of post-primary school. A key aspect of their work was to identify the main
strengths, shortcomings, and opportunities for development. The resulting
publication is Towards a Better Future: A Review of the Irish School System.
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acinta Kitt contends in this book that managing
interpersonal behaviours, relationships, and
emotions is an essential element of school leadership,
not an optional extra. It impacts, not merely on the
atmosphere of the school, but also on the quality of
teaching and learning, the well–being of staff and
students.
With over twenty years’ experience as a teacher,
communicator and facilitator, Jacinta writes with
acumen about the positive work environment, the
toxicity of conflict and bullying in the workplace, and
offers a guide to the accessible skills of
communication, emotional and social intelligence,
negotiation and facilitation, as well as the qualities of
humour and humility that make for successful school
leadership.

Order your copy online:

www.napd.ie or Tel: (01) 662 7025
www.otb.ie or www.kennys.ie
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“A careful reading of the text will be of value to all stakeholders and to those interested in the
good of Irish education.The review provides a conspectus for policy-makers, practitioners and
participants of the comprehensive range of issues and concerns relevant to the achievement of
the reform programme.We see the publication as a contribution, in line with our tradition, of
cultivating enlightened awareness of educational issues, with a view towards a better future.”
Seán Cottrell, IPPN CEO and Clive Byrne, NAPD Director

To purchase a copy of the publication, go to www.otb.ie/leadership
and put ‘towards a better future’ in the search tool. The retail price is €20.

Wishing all NAPD members
and friends of the Association
a warm and peaceful Christmas
and a successful New Year

